Abstract -In a spectrum overlay system, the secondary users (SUs) with cognitive radio capability need to detect the presence of primary users promptly and reliably in order to prevent excessive interference. Likewise, to make full use of the available spectra, such systems have to attain low false alarm probability. Having a high detection probability while maintaining a low false alarm probability is challenging as these are conflicting goals; therefore, an appropriate tradeoff needs to be determined. In this paper we propose a "Hierarchical and Adaptive Spectrum Sensing (HASS)" solution to multi-hop cellular networks, which is based on cooperative sensing and soften hard detection fusion mechanisms with one-bit overhead. SUs that are able to make local detection decisions either directly report their one-bit decisions to the cognitive radio base station or they relay their decisions to other favorable SUs based on the states of their reporting channels. If SUs can not make detection decisions, they relay the observed signals to other favorable SUs for further processing. Simulation results show HASS solution improves spectrum sensing performance in multi-hop cellular networks.
INTRODUCTION
In a multi-hop cellular network (MCN) [1] , a mobile station can access the cellular base station (BS) via one or more relay stations (RSs). In such networks, the cell capacity or coverage can be substantially enhanced, due to the significant reduction in link path losses via multi-hop transmissions. In addition, spectrum overlay could be achieved in a MCN based on the spatial isolation of the links (even within the same cell). The enabling technology for such flexible and efficient spectrum utilization is the cognitive radio (CR) technology [2] .
Based on CR, a secondary system that has not licensed spectrum can share spectrum with a primary system owning licensed spectrum through opportunistic spectrum access [3] , or share open spectrum with other secondary systems according to certain spectrum etiquette [4] . In recent years, a high number of research results have been reported in the spectrum sharing area. Especially, the results on effective spectrum sensing technologies have been getting increasing attention; for example, transmitter-based spectrum sensing technologies including energy detection [5] - [7] , matched filter detection [8] , and cyclostationary feature detection [9] . The matched filter is optimal but it needs the prior knowledge of the primary system. Cyclostationary feature detection can detect the signals with very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) but still requires some prior knowledge of the primary users (PUs). Energy detection has been widely applied since it does not require any prior knowledge of the primary signals and has much lower complexity in comparison to the other two schemes.
In practical applications of spectrum sensing, we have to take at least two aspects into consideration: i) how to design detection policy so as to obtain the accurate spectrum information in a noisy environment; ii) how to share or report detection results reliably and with low overhead. In general, detection policies include transmitter-based detection, receiverbased detection [10] , and cooperative detection [11] - [13] where information from different SUs is combined (fused) to make a decision on the presence or absence of primary users. In [11] and [12] , only the conventional hard combination was considered; in this case, each SU feedbacks a one-bit message regarding whether its detected energy is above a certain threshold or not. A soft combination scheme was proposed in [13] , where SUs report detection results with two-bit overheads. The reliability of exchanging detection results was further discussed in [14] - [15] .
Cluster-based cooperative detection mechanisms were proposed in [16] - [18] . In [16] , the SU with the highest SNR in a cluster is selected to be the cluster-head. Only the clusterhead detects spectrum and then reports detection results to a base station where the final decision is made. Similar to [13] , the soft detection fusion mechanism was used in [16] to enhance the reliability of detection. It was assumed that the clustering is already pre-allocated before conducting sensing. The same assumption was adopted in [17] - [18] . In [17] , cluster-heads exchange local decisions with each other to obtain the sensing result of the entire network. The SU in a cluster with the highest instantaneous reporting channel gain was selected to be the cluster-head in [18] . The cluster-head receives local observations from other SUs in the same cluster and then makes a cluster decision based on the conventional hard detection fusion mechanism that divides the energy range into two regions by one energy threshold. A common receiver makes a final decision according to the cluster decisions reported from all cluster-heads.
It can be seen from above that these existing cooperative spectrum sensing mechanisms focus on only one aspect, either spectrum detecting or result reporting. In a practical CR system, both aspects are indispensable. Moreover, these mechanisms are impractical since the soft detection fusion mechanism with two-bit overhead increases the probability of erroneous reporting due to channel fading, while the hard detection fusion mechanism with two energy regions degrades detection performance due to influences from primary users.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical and adaptive cooperative spectrum detecting and reporting solution to MCN to improve the entire sensing performance, benefited from diversity gains resulting from adaptive cooperation between SUs. SUs which fail to detect the absence or presence of primary users forward their observed signals to the most favorable SU for further detection; SUs which succeed in detecting but with poor reporting channel gain also forward their detection results to the most favorable SU for further processing. By employing such a hierarchical and adaptive solution, the detecting and reporting performance can be improved. Moreover, we propose a detecting and reporting RS selection algorithm, and discuss data fusion in the relay SUs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Hierarchical and adaptive spectrum sensing solution to MCN is proposed in Section II. Simulation results are shown and discussed in Section III. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section IV.
II. HIERARCHICAL & ADAPTIVE SPECTRUM SENSING (HASS) SOLUTION

A. System Model
In HASS, we employ the energy detection mechanism for detecting the presence or absence of PUs and assume that there exists a common control channel for exchanging spectrum sensing signals. HASS divides the observed signal energy range (Y) into three energy regions by two detection parameters 1 λ and 2 λ , denoted by
where s E and n E are the PU signal energy and noise signal energy, respectively. The values 1 λ and 2 λ are determined from detection probability, d P , and false alarm probability, f P , as [19] 
(2-2) Figure 1 shows the HASS architecture, in which a SU that is not able to detect the presence or absence of PUs, or is not able to directly report its local detection results to CR-BS, has to select a relay SU denoted as the cooperative sensing relay station (CS-RS).
HASS divides a sensing frame into three sub-slots. In subslot1, every SU conducts spectrum detection; in sub-slot2, a SU may be continue to detect or report detection results to CR-BS or it relays its observed signal to a favorable CS-RS; in subslot3, CS-RSs combine detection results from cooperative sensing SU (CS-SUs) with local detection result and report to CR-BS. In a CR cell, every SU has different spectrum detection performance due to the random activeness and location of PUs. Moreover, each has different reporting performance due to the variable reporting channel to CR-BS. Therefore, SUs should take corresponding actions based on the states of the reporting channel, relay channel, and detection channel, as shown in Table 1 . Reporting channel is the channel between CR-BS and a SU. "State = 1" indicates that the reporting channel is reliable.
Detection channel is the channel between a SU and PUs. "State = 1" indicates that the SU is able to detect the presence or absence of PUs.
Relay channel is the channel between a SU and another SU. "State = 1" indicates that the SU can find a favorable CS-RS. (indicating the absence of PUs), CS-SUs directly report the local detection decisions to CR-BS when the reporting channel to CR-BS is reliable.
Relay report: If a CS-SU is able to detect the presence or absence of PUs and if the reporting channel to CR-BS is not reliable, the CS-SU reports the local detection decision to a favorable CS-RS. (indicating an ambiguous detection result), then the CS-SU relays the observed signal to a favorable CS-RS for further spectrum sensing.
Combined report: CS-RSs do local spectrum detection and make data fusion based on their own detection results and the results reported from CS-SUs, and then report the outcome to CR-BS.
Finally CR-BS makes data fusion and broadcasts the final decision.
B. Adaptive Selection of CS-RS
In HASS, it is important to select the favorable CS-RSs, which depends on channel states. The CS-RS selection criterion in this paper is based on the equivalent channel from CS-SU to CR-BS through CS-RS. Detailed CS-RS selection procedure is described below: 1) CR-BS broadcasts the available spectrum message on the common control channel to the entire cell at the start of the sensing period by piggybacking the report reliability parameter min
BER
(minimum bit error rate) and energy detection parameters 1 λ and 2 λ .
2) SUs evaluate the channel to CR-BS based on the message and respond to CR-BS if channel qualities meet sensing report requirement.
For Rayleigh fading channel and BPSK modulation, the average report error probability is given by
where i γ and i γ are the instantaneous and average channel SNRs from the i th SU to CR-BS, respectively. In (3), (.)
Q is the Q-function.
SUs whose reporting channel qualities meet the requirement ( min BER BER i ≤ ) become the candidate CS-RSs, other SUs are CS-SUs.
3) CS-SUs listen to the response of CS-RSs and evaluate the channels to CS-RS, and then build their own candidate CSRSs list.
4) If min
BER BER i >
, CS-SUs select the most favorable CS-RS for reporting based on equivalent channel power gain of decode-and-forward (DF) [20] : 
where i pu, γ is the channel SNR from PUs to the i-th CS-SU.
The favorable CS-RS combines the signals with equal gain combining (EGC). The observed signal at CS-RS is given by
where ) (t s is the signal from PUs, ) (t n is the noise including forwarded noises from CS-SUs, M is the number of CS-SUs relaying to the CS-RS, and p h pi h , and i h are the channel gains between the CS-RS and PUs, the i-th CS-SU and PUs, CS-RS and the i-th CS-SU, respectively.
The scaling factor used by the i-th CS-SU to relay the observed signal to CS-RS, i g , is given by 
where i P is the transmitting power of the i-th CS-SU and 0 N is the noise power.
The detection SNR at the j-th CS-RS can be obtained by
where
γ is the channel SNR from PUs to the j-th CS-RS.
The local detection probability at CS-RS is given by
where (.,.) Q is the generalized Marcum Q-function, and j γ follows the following distribution with the mean value j γ [21] (10)
C. Data Fusion in CS-RS and CR-BS Data fusion in CS-RS and CR-BS is based on the "K out of N" rule, as given by
where i S denotes the reporting detection results from the twolayer spectrum sensing. If there are K "1"s among N local decisions, the decision, denoted as B, is "1".
For CR-BS, it means that the spectrum is not available in the CR cell when 1 = B , because there are K of N SUs sensing the corresponding spectrum is occupied.
For a CS-RS, we classify data fusions into three types. In Type 1, a CS-RS is able to specify local detection, it sends the decision result to CR-BS and discards the reports from CS-SUs. Otherwise, the CS-RS makes relay-level decision fusion based on the detection results reported from CS-SUs according to the "K-out-of-N" rule, and then sends it to CR-BS. This is the traditional cooperative spectrum sensing scheme.
In Type 2, a CS-RS firstly makes relay-level data fusion based on reports from CS-SUs according to the "K-out-of-N" rule, then combines the relay-level result and the local detection result to the final result under the OR rule, and finally sends to CR-BS. The detection probability of relay-level is given by
The detection probability of the i th CS-SU, i d P . , is given by 
We can get the detection probability of CS-RS is the equivalent SNR which is based on (4).
The process in Type 3 is similar to Type 2, except that CS-RS sends the relay-level result and the local detection result separately to CR-BS, without combining them.
Due to the uncertainty in N in our system model, the optimal value of K [22] is hard to get. Instead, the ratio of K to N in the "K-out-of-N" rule becomes a very important parameter in determining the sensing performance. The higher N K is, the lower the false-alarm probability. We will discuss the impact of data fusion in CS-RS and different N K in CS-RS and CR-BS in Section .
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSES
A. Comparison with Conventional Cooperative Sensing
In HASS, a CS-SU can select a favorable CS-RS according to (4) , which makes the 2-hop link to have the highest equivalent SNR, denoted by HASS Scheme 1. On the other hand, a CS-SU can maintain a list of two CS-RSs by applying both (4) and (5), which correspond to reporting performance and detecting performance respectively, denoted by HASS Scheme 2. Figure 2(a) shows that HASS scheme 1 outperforms conventional cooperative sensing Scheme in [16] because hierarchical sensing with soften hard combination in HASS brings better detection performance and cooperative reporting brings better reporting performance. Further, the comparison between HASS Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
As an example of showing performance of these two schemes, we randomly distribute SUs in a circular cell with radius of 100 meters. Following the steps outlined in Section II.B, six SUs become CS-RSs, and the other fifteen SUs are CS-SUs. Three PUs are assumed to be randomly located in the cell, and CR-BS is at the center of the cell. The powers of PUs and SUs are assumed to be 10 mW and 20 mW respectively. Path loss exponent is set to be 3, and the noise power is assumed to be -100 dBW. Signal sent from CS-SUs to CS-RSs according to Step 5 in Section II.B is under Rayleigh fading. Individual d P is set to be 0.8, we examine the system performance by increasing individual f P from 0.0005 to 0.5.
The HASS Scheme 2 outperforms the HASS Scheme 1. The improvement could be explained as the result of the dominant effects of cooperative detection in Step 5 of the procedure explained in Section II.B. HASS scheme 2 not only bring the better reporting performance based on cooperative reporting, but also get the better detection performance due to adaptive cooperative detection. 
B. Impact of AF Relay Parameters
In HASS, the degree of amplification of the observed signal by CS-SUs before relaying to CS-RS may have substantial impacts on the system performance.
Three cases are tested here. In Case 1, all CS-SUs belonging to the same CS-RS use the same transmit power, indicating different amplification factors used by each CS-SU. In Case 2, all CS-SUs apply the same amplification factor for relaying. Case 3 is similar to Case 2, but only those CS-SUs having detected SNR above a predefined threshold can relay the observed signals. In Case 1, the transmit power is calculated by following procedures: all CS-SUs belonging to one CS-RS employ a fixed gain, and then calculate the 'virtual' transmit power, and the average power of these 'virtual' ones is used as the actual transmit power. In Case 3, the predefined threshold is the average detection SNR of those CS-SUs ready to relay the observed signals, that is, CS-SUs are categorized into two sets according to their individual detection SNRs. Those CS-SUs with higher detection SNR relay the observed signal, and the other CS-SUs simply discard their detection results. In order to enable demonstration of the effect of relay processing by having more CS-SUs falling in region 2, PU power is set to 0.15 watts, and the detection probability is set to 0.8. Figure 3 shows that the proposed HASS scheme has relatively poor performance for Case 1, and the reason is that using the same transmit power for all nodes implies a greater weight for nodes with low detection SNR than that for nodes with high detection SNR. As a result, nodes with low detection SNR amplify the embedded noise to a great extent, leading to serious contamination of signals observed at CS-RS. The performances for Case 2 and Case 3 are quite similar in the high detection probability zone (higher than 0.95 on the Yaxis). As the detection probability descends, the performance for Case 3 is better than that for Case 2, suggesting benefits brought by the use of threshold in determining whether to relay or not. In practice, the merits of use of threshold will be valuable, since it improves the detection performance while reducing the amount of information reported to CS-RSs.
C. Impact of Data Fusion in CS-RSs
We adopt a high K-to-N ratio in CR-BS and a low ratio in CS-RSs in scheme 1. On the contrast, we adopt a low K-to-N ratio in CS-RSs and a high ratio in CR-BS in scheme 2. In the simulation, we set the value of 0.5 as the high K-to-N ratio, and 0.3 as the low ratio. All the other parameters remain unchanged during the simulation. has to be less than 2 λ in (2-2). It can be seen that Type 1 has the widest dynamic range of d P and f P , but performs not well enough in terms of the d P -f P relation. This is attributed to the fact that Type 1 is similar to the conventional cooperative sensing scheme where final decision is made based on oneround fusion of multiple detection results. Because of taking the OR rule, Type 2 has a relatively high detection probability, but also with a relatively wide dynamic range in terms of falsealarm probability. Type 3 has moderate performance where one detection property outperforms the other two types and another detection property underperforms them. Since a CS-RS sends local decision and relay-level decision separately to CR-BS, the degree of errors in decision fusion resulted from certain CSRSs could be reduced at CR-BS by leveraging decisions from other CS-RSs.
We can also observe the impacts of the "K-out-of-N" rule on data fusion in Fig. 4 . Solid lines in the figure are based on scheme 1, in which the K-to-N ratio is 0.3 for CS-RSs and 0.5 for CR-BS. Dotted lines in the figure are based on scheme 2, in which the K-to-N ratio is 0.5 for CS-RSs and 0.3 for CR-BS. Comparing the performances of scheme 1 and scheme 2 with fusion Type 2, we find the former one significantly outperforms the latter one. A lower K-to-N ratio at CR-BS leads to a higher false alarm probability. On the other hand, with a low K-to-N ratio at CS-RSs, there is no significant difference in the false alarm probability for the two schemes, since the portion for fusion performed by CS-RSs is relatively low. We can also see that in Scheme 2 with fusion Type 2, the false-alarm probability has a higher limit about 0.12, which is attributed to the error rate of the radio link between CS-RS and CR-BS. When 1 λ in (2-1) is large enough, the detecting CSSUs and CS-RSs have excellent false-alarm detection performance, thus false-alarm detection performance at CR-BS only depends on transmission error rate of the reporting link. While the bit-error-rate of transmission decreases, the average overall false-alarm rate is expected to decrease. Similar phenomena are also observed by comparing Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 with fusion Type 3. In general, a higher K-to-N ratio at CR-BS leads to more separate decisions from CS-RSs being taken into account by CR-BS, for making a final decision, thus errors resulted from individual CS-RSs have lower impacts on the final decision, resulting in a better performance in terms of false-alarm.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
How to limit the interference to a primary system while making the best use of the available spectrum is arguable to the most essential spectrum sensing problem in cognitive radio networks. This paper proposes a novel Hierarchical and Adaptive Spectrum Sensing (HASS) scheme which applies hierarchical detection and combines adaptive amplify-andforward detection and decode-and-forward with soften hard detection fusion scheme.
In the proposed scheme, according to the soften hard detection fusion principle, the energy range is divided into three detection regions by two energy thresholds corresponding to the minimum detection probability and maximum false alarm probability with one-bit reporting overhead. Simulations have been conducted to investigate the impacts of relaying at cooperative sensing secondary users (CS-SUs) and data fusion at cooperative sensing relay stations (CS-RSs). From the simulation results we observe that fixed relay gain with relay threshold at CS-SUs and without combining the relay-level result and local detection result at CS-RSs can obtain better detection performance. Moreover, simulation results also show that the sensing performance of the proposed scheme is improved considerably in comparison to the conventional cooperative sensing scheme.
